360       APPENDIX:   ELEMENTS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA
In any vector space E the subsets {0} and E are vector subspaces (called
the trivial subspaces). If (Ma)a6l is any family of vector subspaces of E, the
intersection p| Ma is again a vector subspace. If A is any subset of E, the
ael
intersection M of the subspaces which contain A (such subspaces exist, for
example E itself) is therefore the smallest subspace containing A. We say
that M is generated by A, or that A is a system of generators of M.
(A.1.4) The vector subspace M generated by A is the set of all linear combina-
tions of finite families of elements of A.
It follows from above that such linear combinations belong to every
vector subspace containing A, and therefore belong to M. Conversely, if
jc = £?,•#,• and >' = £<5j.y/ are two linear combinations of elements of A,
i	j
then so is ix + py = £ (Ayf)*i 4- £ (juS,)^-. Hence the set of all such linear
i	j
combinations is a vector subspace of E, which contains A (by (II.4)) and
therefore coincides with M.
In particular, take A to be the union of a family (N^e j of vector sub-
spaces of E. Every linear combination of elements of A is then of the form
xPi + x?2 + * " + *£«» where (Pj)i*j*mis anY finite family of elements of J,
and Xpj e N^ for each j. The set of all these sums is therefore the smallest
vector subspace containing all the N^. It is called the sum of the N^ (not to
be confused with their union!) and is denoted by ]T N^. When J = {1, 2},
/?eJ
the notation Nx + N2 is also used, and similarly for any finite set of indices.
It is clear that M + N = N + M and M + (N + P) == (M + N) + P for any
three subspaces M, N, P in E. The relation M c N is equivalent to M 4- N = N.
For every x e E, the subspace of E generated by x is written Kx (and is
sometimes called a "ray'* whence ^0). If (xa)««A is any family of vectors in
E, the subspace generated by the family is therefore ]T Kjca.
<xe A
(A.1.5) Let (Ea)ael be'any family of vector spaces. We shall construct a
new vector space E, called the direct sum (or external direct mm) of the
family (Ea) and denoted by 0 Ea. The elements of E are the families
ael
x = (*«)a61, where xx e Ea for all a and xa = Qfor all except a finite number
of indices. The vector xa is called the component of index a in x. Addition and
scalar multiplication in E are defined by the formulas

